
New reference framework
of �shing activity data

Synthesis of the di�erent �shing
statistics data sources available

Data sources
multiple, complementary

and sometimes inconsistents

Data warehouse
of Ifremer FIS

Data processing
by Ifremer FIS

∙ Implementation of �shery
   management policies
∙ Mandatory data calls from statistical
   agencies (FAO, Eurostat)
∙ Database for �shing experts advices
   or academic research

What for?
To provide the o�icial reference framework of French �shing activity data for:

∙ Regulatory monitoring (quotas and �shing e�ort,
   DCMAP regulations, �eet capacity estimation, ...)
   and communication fo �sh producers
∙ Answering o�icial data call from French ministry
   to the European Union and Regional �sheries
   management organisations (RFMOs)

Scienti�c census
survey of annual
�shing activity
calendars

∙ Maritime district
∙ Vessel technical characteristics:
  length overall, kilowatt, gross 
  tonnage, vessel age, vessel owner 
  and geographical indicator

Ifremer and International
frame of references

Algopesca
calculated �shing trip
from start to return

∙ Fishing 'métiers'
∙ Fishing gear characteristics
∙ Fishing areas
∙ Number of �shermen on board

∙ Fishing gears
∙ Landings by species
  in weight
∙ Fishing areas
∙ Fishing e�ort by day
  and �shing sequence

< 10 m National monthly
declarative �shing forms

> 12 m Electronic
European logbooks

10-12 m Paper
European logbooks

Locations
Latitude, longitude,
course and speed

e.g. > 12 m issued 
from VMS devices 
(satellite-based Vessel 
Monitoring System)

Total weight and value
of landings by species

Administrative

Fishermen
declarative data

Sales note data
from auction markets

Sacrois �shing trips
calculated twice a month

Sacrois
in action

∙ Linking input data �ows and infer
  estimated SACROIS �shing trips
∙ Consolidation, validation
  and adjustment of its associated
  �shing e�ort, �shing areas and landings
  by species including faunal composition
∙ Estimation of the value of landings
  by species
∙ Allocation of a single "metier" to each
  single SACROIS �shing sequence

∙ Fishing trip dates (start and return)
∙ Fishing 'metiers': �shing gears
   and target species or assemblage
   of species
∙ Fishing areas: precise location
   (e.g. longitude/latitude, Ifremer 
   sub-rectangles, ...) or a minima 
   statistical rectangles (e.g. ICES statistical 
   rectangles)
∙ Landings by species in weight
   and value
∙ Fishing gears characteristics:
   mesh size and dimension
∙ Fishing e�ort (e.g. Hours at Sea,
   �shing days, days at sea)

Ifremer Harmonie
databaseFishing scienti�c

observers

Vessels
geolocation data
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sacrois
A data cross-
validation tool

January 2023Sacrois algorithms do not correct the data. They aim to:
∙ build a dataset compiling the most accurate and complete
   information for each individual �shing trip into a single, 
   veri�ed and consistency, controlled data �ow
∙ evaluate the completeness of the data �ows and provide 
   several quality indicators

SACROIS application results in a dataset compiling 
all the �shing trips of the French vessels' (registered 
in the EU Fishing Fleet Register) with spatial landings 
by species and �shing e�ort data series validated, 
consolidated and quali�ed. The application veri�es 
and controls di�erent source of single-unit dataset, 
linking and comparing them.

Sacrois make the best use of each data source in order to build the reference 
�shing activity dataset.

For which �shing �eets?
All �shing �eets with available data since 2000

∙ North Sea - English Channel - 
  Atlantic  except tropical
  purse seiners
∙ Mediterranean except
  blue�n tuna seiners

∙ Réunion
∙ Mayotte
∙ French Guiana
∙ French West Indies

   


